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Queer Gothic by George Haggerty - Haggerty's work is a comprehensive review of gothic fiction looked at from the lens of queer critical theory. He offers some interesting and thought provoking analyses from the early gothic pieces of Walpole, Lewis and Radcliffe through later gothic works by James Shelley and Stevenson and into the twentieth century gothic of Jackson Hitchens and even Rice.

George E Haggerty - queer gothic discovering gothic fiction's role in the development of sexuality because gothic fiction was the one semi respectable genre that regularly explored sexual and social transgressions during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. George Haggerty argues that it makes sense to consider the ways in which gothic fiction itself helped to shape thinking about sexual.

Queer Gothic Architecture Gender and Desire Thinkpiece - George Haggerty examines the ways in which gothic fiction centers on loss as the foreclosure of homoerotic possibility and the relationship between transgressive sexual behaviors and a range of religious behaviors understood as Catholic. Glossary of the Gothic Queer Marquette University Research - Glossary of the gothic queer in 1895 Oscar Wilde was convicted of homosexuality because of his gothic novel the picture of Dorian Gray. He pleaded that homosexuality was the love that dares not speak its name following Wilde's suggestion queer critics often read the unspeakable secrets and gaps in gothic narratives as signs of.
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